
Wedding invitations & accessories - 2018 price list

Quantity Save the dates 
(with blank 
envelopes)

Day invitations 
(with blank 
envelopes)

Evening 
invitations 
(with blank 
envelopes)

RSVP cards 
(blank 

envelopes 
included)

Information 
cards

Menus Orders of 
Service

Place 
name 
cards

Thank you 
cards (with 

blank 
envelopes)

30 £78 £81 £81 £70 £70 £81 £91 £50 £81

40 £101 £104 £104 £90 £90 £104 £114 £70 £104

50 £122 £125 £125 £108 £108 £125 £135 £88 £125

60 £141 £144 £144 £124 £124 £144 £154 £104 £144

70 £158 £161 £161 £138 £138 £161 £171 £118 £161

80 £173 £176 £176 £150 £150 £176 £186 £130 £176

90 £186 £189 £189 £160 £160 £189 £199 £140 £189

100 £197 £200 £200 £168 £168 £200 £210 £148 £200

110 £206 £209 £209 £174 £174 £209 £219 £154 £209

120 £213 £216 £216 £178 £178 £216 £226 £158 £216

130 £218 £221 £221 £180 £180 £221 £231 £160 £221

140 £221 £224 £224 £187 £187 £224 £234 £167 £224

150 £222 £225 £225 £193 £193 £225 £235 £173 £225

Table plans: £200

Individual table plan cards: £20 each - each one has the table name / number plus up to 12 guest names

Table name / number cards: £5 each

Invitations are flat, single-sided A5 cards and come with matching white envelopes

Unless otherwise noted in our product listings, Save the Dates and RSVPs are flat, single-sided A6 cards

Information cards and menus are flat, single-sided A5 cards

All items are printed on lightly textured 300gsm white card stock, and the reverse of all items is white

Place name cards are not personalised

Thank you cards are A6 folded cards and come with matching white envelopes

TO ORDER:

1. Visit www.Etsy.com/shop/bymoonandtide

2. Look for the round picture of my face and click ‘contact seller’ below

3. Let me know you’re ready to order, and I’ll explain what happens next. 

QUESTIONS?

Ordering wedding stationery is a once-in-a-lifetime thing for us all. Everyone has questions and I’m here to help. Contact me as above and ask me anything! 
Claire xx
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